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3 Patient Payment Tips
1. Set Payment Expectations
2. Generate Treatment Price Quotes
3. Print, Email Patient Estimates
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85% of clinicians and healthcare organization executives say
“transparency” means sharing cost information
17% say cost transparency programs are Mature/Very Mature
33% say no transparency program exists

simply another name on a long list of those seeking
payment for goods and services.
Providers must ensure they are at the top of
the list.

Cost Transparency Lacking
Although healthcare consumers are demanding
and receiving detailed information about their
health conditions through smartphone apps
and websites, cost transparency remains
highly elusive. The data exists in revenue cycle
management solutions and databases, however,
there’s a reluctance to share the information, so it
remains secret.
When asked by researchers what transparency
means to them, 85 percent of clinicians and
healthcare organization executives said it meant
sharing details with patients about the cost of
procedures and services.10 Nevertheless, cost
transparency programs are generally lacking.
Only 17 percent of respondents said any type of
transparency program in the organization was
Mature or Very Mature. Fifty percent said their
programs were Somewhat Mature, indicating at
least one patient-facing project, while 33 percent
stated no program existed.11
1. At some point, critical mass will be reached
among patients and the information will
flow freely. As healthcare consumers take
responsibility for more and more of the
cost related to their care, as their finances
are squeezed by skyrocketing premiums,

deductibles and co-pays, they will demand
price information in return. In fact, 92 percent of
patients already want to know how much they’ll
owe before a visit to the doctor.12 Walgreens
recently announced it would be meeting this
need with its Find Care Now program, which
allows healthcare consumers to find providers
close to home and get the exact cost for certain
services in advance.13
Providers who don’t want to get left behind will
offer simple, clear treatment price information
to push themselves to the top of the healthcare
consumer’s payment list and to remain competitive
in the market.

3 Tips for Prompt Payment
Patient responsibility estimation solutions give
healthcare providers easy access to the data and
help in presenting the information to healthcare
consumers in a simple, concise format. To ensure
prompt payments, patient responsibility estimation
should focus on three areas directed at healthcare
consumers, but with the healthcare provider
in mind.
Three patient estimation tips to improve
healthcare revenues:
2. Set payment expectations. Run patient
estimates at any point during the revenue cycle
to set price expectations when appointments
are scheduled and again when the patient
arrives. Provide this information to the
healthcare consumer via email, a patient portal
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$23,000 in 2014 to
$28,000 in 2018 =
Annual increase in medical costs
for a family of four
or on a hard copy prior to or at the time of
service.
3. Generate treatment price quotes. Highlyaccurate treatment estimates are generated
based on remit data combined with patient
benefit information so healthcare providers
can collect balances with confidence before
the patient leaves the office. This decreases the
potential for bad debt.

Print or email patient estimates. Have staff
review the estimated cost with patients at the
point of service as part of the office visit and
offer a variety of payment options—cash, check,
mobile, credit, online—at that time to help
ensure prompt and at-the-time-of-service
payment. A printed estimate should be left or
emailed to the patient.

Conclusion
The convergence of escalating healthcare costs is
and will continue to adversely impact healthcare
consumers for many years. Faced with these rising
costs as well as other personal, budget issues,
healthcare consumers will be forced to choose
what to pay for and when. When healthcare
providers offer treatment pricing information as
part of the office visit process and require payment
at the time of service, they set themselves up for
success by adopting a retail model, which has
been shown to achieve on-the-spot payment for
products and services.

“As healthcare consumers take
responsibility for more and more of
the cost related to their care, they will
demand price information in return.”
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